Dear Volunteers and Donors,

What a whirlwind summer! As I think about life, the fun plans we make for family vacations, the time when we get to relax and enjoy time away from problems and just see the beauty of the world that God created, I can’t help but think of my precious friends living on the streets of Kansas City. Unfortunately, the people we serve don’t get to take a break from their struggles. Every morning they wake up with the same questions and troubles to face. Questions as basic as, “will I eat today?” and as complex as “will I survive the danger of living on the street today?”

Thankfully, because of the Grace of God and your help and support, the homeless know that they will be met every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights with food, clothing, over the counter medications and most important, love, care and compassion from the drivers and volunteers on the Uplift trucks.

Uplift never takes a break. We are on the street three times each week, holiday or not, bad weather or not. Our numbers continue to grow, reaching about 350 people each night. As we scramble to do the duties necessary to get the trucks out each night, we all need to take a step back and pause to look into the faces of those we serve, to see how much they depend on us, and how grateful they are. We need to at the end of each route realize that we are, for some, the difference between life and death. We need never take lightly the impact we have on so many.

I thank God for where he has placed me, and I thank all of you for your time and support making it possible for us to continue reaching out to the homeless, giving them hope, love, care and compassion.

“Each of us may be sure that if God sends us on stony paths He will provide us with strong shoes.”

—Alexander Maclaren

God bless you and everyone you love.

Kathy

Urgent Needs

As we head into fall and the winter months, our needs change from warm weather items to cold. We are in need of: crew socks, hand warmers, coats, sweatshirts and pants, scarves, stocking hats, boots, jeans 32-36, thermal underwear (men’s and women’s), lip balm, deodorant, tampons and pads, toothpaste and toothbrushes.
Several years ago, Lonnie Reser heard about the Uplift Organization from some friends and wanted to get involved in their mission. One of the ways his friends were helping was by taking candles that were no longer useful and melting the wax down to pour into used cat food and tuna cans to serve as a candle for those in need. Lonnie felt this was something that he could do to help the people in need of light and warmth that were living on the streets.

One night Lonnie had the opportunity to go out on one of the trucks and he met the man who started Uplift. He was so inspired by the dedication of the organization and the fact that all of the wonderful people there were volunteers – no paid positions. That just made him more determined to help.

Lonnie started going to the Savers Stores and Hillcrest Ministries Thrift Stores north of the river and asking if they ever had any candles that they couldn't sell. They said “yes” and he started to pick them up by the tote full. He also put out a call for used cat food and tuna cans. Friends, his church members, American Legion Post #58 of Smithville and Kearney Feed Store stepped up to the plate. Thus started Lonnie’s candle-making endeavor.

After the death of one friend and an out-of-state move by another, both men who helped Lonnie make the candles, he found himself making them on his own. He put out another call to a friend, John Holder, and he happily joined Lonnie in making candles. Lonnie has been filling up the back of his Ford Flex and taking the completed candles to Uplift for three years now. In the last couple of months, he and John have filled up the back of Lonnie’s pickup twice and taken them to the Uplift warehouse. Lonnie and John are so thankful that they can help in some small way to bring warmth and light to those in need.

Lonnie Reser

What an exciting year we have had in the Uplift Community Garden! The weather cooperated this spring and we were able to get the garden planted right on time, in early May. Along with the regular 200 tomato plants, summer squash, zucchini, eggplant, okra, jalapenos and so many beautiful zinnias, I was able to expand the garden this year thanks to the $2,500 grant that Uplift was awarded from the McGowan Foundation. I planted 2 acres of sweet corn. It was quite a learning experience! Two acres of corn equals 40,000 stalks and 80,000 ears of corn.

I quickly learned that my heart was willing, but my body was not strong enough to handle so much corn. The picking window is only about 10 days once it is ready to harvest so I had to call in helpers. I called Serve KC and we picked about 1,000 pounds. I then met Beth Ann Brubaker who introduced me to her boss, Scott Burnett, Jackson County Legislature 1st District, and told me to call Emily Worm with After the Harvest. Scott worked in the field, and Emily sent crews out and we were able to pick over 6,000 pounds. Harvesters sent a large truck to pick up the corn and delivered it to their agency partners. By the end of the harvest we were able to take almost 12,000 pounds of corn out of the field.

The weather has been great for the squash this year. I have harvested 1,520 pounds and still picking. Many agencies have benefited from the delicious yellow squash and zucchini we have grown this year.
The rain and cool weather have been hard but we have harvested over 3,100 pounds and will continue picking until the first hard freeze. In years past, we have been able to purchase two new commercial freezers for the Uplift warehouse. This year’s proceeds have not been earmarked for a specific item, but I will keep you posted as to what we are able to purchase to make our operation more efficient.

In August, the Uplift Community Garden was used for a photo shoot launching the new Sevin products coming out next year. It was very exciting to see everyone in action.

It has been an exciting year, not just for the great produce that people have been able to enjoy, but it has been a year of new friendships. Thank you, Bill McGowan and the McGowan Foundation for your support. Thank you, Scott Burnett for all the work you did, thank you, Beth Ann Brubaker for putting me on the path to so many great helpers. Thank you, Emily Worm and After the Harvest. Thank you, Joni, Susan and all the Serve KC group. Thank you, Brayden, for taking a million steps alongside me this summer and always being my best helper. Most of all, thank you Leo for allowing me to drag you into all my crazy ideas and for all the hours you worked with me to help so many.

God willing, I will be back at it next year, so everyone rest up because I’m going to need your help!

Kathy Dean

UPLIFT DRIVER COORDINATOR

Uplift cannot function without a strong cadre of dedicated route drivers and route leaders.

As Driver Coordinator, I support the mission and operation of Uplift by managing the routes & stops, as well as our driver roster, schedule, and procedures. This includes ongoing training and communications. It also includes leading new drivers in their training and orientation.

Uplift is in immediate need of 3 or 4 additional drivers to help us cover all of the routes on all of the nights. We currently have a great group of drivers but some of them are driving too frequently.

Drivers help lead our volunteers in loading the trucks, serving at the stops, and cleaning up/restocking at the end of the night. They typically commit to one night a month to start out (for example...1st Wednesday, or 3rd Saturdays). Drivers need to be 25 years old, responsible individuals, have adequate leadership skills, and have a heart for the homeless.

If you, or someone you know, is interested in learning more about being a driver for Uplift, please have them call me at 785-551-0878 or email at ross_dessert@hotmail.com.

Ross Dessert
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